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CALL FOR PAPERS:
The Journal of Human Capital encompasses microeconomic, macroeconomic,
and international economic perspectives on the theme of human capital.
JHC is currently seeking papers in the conventional areas of labor and health
economics and economic demography, as well as papers focusing on:








Education
Health and longevity
Family economics
Value of lifesaving
Social mobility
Income and wealth
distributions
Technological innovation
and technology transfer








Entrepreneurship
Immigration and economic
globalization
Politics and institutions
Economic growth and
development
Crime and corruption
Productivity and structural
change

Please submit papers online at:
http://jhc.edmgr.com
Contact:
Managing Editor, Journal of Human Capital
The University of Chicago Press, 1427 E. 60th Street
Room 463, Chicago, IL 60637 USA
E-mail: journalofhumancapital@press.uchicago.edu
www.journals.uchicago.edu/JHC
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